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Character. The black spot on the belly is variable and not a sexual

Chiracn: K. (I. & E.)


Chiracn and Thrus.


A single framed specimen from Chiracn. L. K. 72500.
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November 5th, 1862

On this date, the Union Army of the Potomac, under the command of General McClellan, began its advance towards Richmond, Virginia. This was the start of the Peninsula Campaign, which aimed at capturing the Confederate capital.

The campaign was marked by a series of battles, including the Battle of Seven Pines, the Battle of Fair Oaks, and the Battle of Malvern Hill. Despite the Union forces gaining a strategic advantage, the campaign did not result in a decisive victory.

In conclusion, the Peninsula Campaign was a pivotal moment in the American Civil War, with significant implications for the outcome of the conflict.
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